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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE :: ::  :: TINSUKIA

District: Tinsukia

Present: Sri P.J. Saikia, 

Sessions Judge, 

Tinsukia

Sessions Case No. 49 (T) of 2019

U/s 366 of the IPC. 

The State of Assam .......................... Complainant.

-Versus -

 Sri Surajit Chakraborty @ Guddu

S/o-  Sri Subol Chakraborty

R/o- Bhimpara Gowsola Mandir

P.S-  Tinsukia

District- Tinsukia, Assam      .......................... Accused.

 Appearance: 

Sri A.K. Choubey,

Public Prosecutor   ......................... For the State 
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Nilutpal Phukan,

Advocate               ..................... For the accused. 

Date of Argument:   12/09/2019

Date of Judgment:    12/09/2019

 J   U   D   G   M   E   N   T

1.        The case against the accused Surajit Chakraborty @

Guddu was committed for trial by the Ld. Judicial Magistrate

First Class, Tinsukia  on 26/06/2018.

 PROSECUTION CASE

2.  On 17/05/2018, the fourteen and half year old daughter

of the informant went out of the house for going to a shop, but

she did not return home. Later on, the mother of the victim

girl came to know that the accused had kidnapped the victim

girl.

3.  During the period of investigation, the victim girl was

recovered by police and she was produced before a Magistrate

for recording her statement u/s 164 Cr.PC. 

4.  The victim girl  stated before the Magistrate that she

was 15 years old and she was in love with the accused. The

victim  girl  further  stated  before  the  Magistrate  that  on

17/05/2018,  she  along  with  the  accused  had  gone  to  the

house of her aunt Smti Sunita Prasad and after dropping her
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there, the accused left the victim girl. The victim girl stated

that  after  the  accused had left  her  at  the  house  of  Sunita

Prasad, she went to Tinsukia Railway Station and set there for

sometime. According to the victim girl, while she was sitting at

the Tinsukia Railway Station, her friend Pallabi Dey called her

and took her away from the station. The victim girl stated that

she stayed in the house of Pallaby Dey for two days and also

spent some days in the house of the elder brother of Pallabi

Dey and at that time, she came to know that her friend Surajit

Chakraborty was arrested by police and then she immediately

came to Tinsukia Police Station. 

5.  On conclusion of investigation, police filed the charge

sheet against the accused. 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION

6.   The only point for determination in this trial, is as to

whether the accused had kidnapped the victim girl with the

intention that she will be compelled to marry a person against

her will or to have illicit sexual intercourse? 

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

7.       In order to prove the case against the accused person,

the  prosecution  side  has  examined  two  witnesses,  which

included  the  informant  mother  and  the  victim  girl.  The

defence plea is total denial. I have carefully gone through the

prosecution evidences. 

8.  Considering the nature of the case, I shall first take up

the evidence of the victim girl. Now, she claims to be 19 years

old. The victim girl has stated in this court that on the day of

occurrence, she and the accused went out for an outing and
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her father saw her in the company of the accused.  She was

scared of her father on the premise that he might not like her

relationship  with  the  accused.  Therefore,  in  order  to  avoid

being reprimanded by her father, she did not come home and

straightway went to the house of her friend Pallabi Dey. The

victim girl stated that after spending some days in the house

of Pallabi Dey, the mother of Pallabi Dey gave her a mobile

phone and then the victim girl called her parents. The victim

stated that her mother told her that she was in the Tinsukia

Police Station and she should also come to the Tinsukia P.S.

The victim girl stated that on the advice of her mother, she

went to the Tinsukia P.S.

9.  The mother of the victim girl has stated in her evidence

that her daughter was in love with the accused. The mother of

the victim has disclosed that her daughter had gone out with

the accused on the day of occurrence and they disappeared.

According to the mother of the victim girl, her daughter and

the accused remained not visible for the next five days. The

mother  of  the victim has  stated that  she lodged an ejahar

before police. The mother of the victim has also stated that

after five days of disappearance of her daughter, she came to

know that her daughter was in the house of her friend Pallabi

Dey. The mother of  the victim has further disclosed that in

those five days, the accused was not in the company of her

daughter. 

10.  After considering the evidence on record,  I  find that

none of the witnesses have supported the charges against the

accused that he had kidnapped the victim girl.  Therefore,  I

hereby hold that the offence u/s 366 of the Indian Penal Code
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is  not  proved  against  the  accused  beyond  all  reasonable

doubts. 

O R D E R

11.  That  being  the  position,  the  accused  Surajit

Chakraborty @ Gudu  is found not guilty and accordingly he is

acquitted from this case.  

    Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this

12th day of September, 2019.

       (P.J. Saikia)

     Sessions Judge

                     Tinsukia 

Dictated & corrected by me.  

        Sessions Judge

           Tinsukia
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A   P   P   E   N   D   I   X

PROSECUTION WITNESSES

1. PW1 - Mousumi Das Gogoi

2. PW2  - Smti Rina Gogoi 

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS

1.      Ext.1- Ejahar

2.      Ext. 2- Statement u/s 164 Cr.PC

DEFENCE WITNESS

None. 

     Sessions Judge       

Tinsukia


